Abstract. Let f : X → X be the restriction to a hyperbolic basic set of a smooth diffeomorphism. If G is the special Euclidean group SE(2) we show that in the set of C 2 G-extensions of f there exists an open and dense subset of stably transitive transformations. If G = K × R n , where K is a compact connected Lie group, we show that an open and dense set of C 2 G-extensions satisfying a certain separation condition are transitive. The separation condition is necessary.
1.
Introduction. This paper is part of a program attempting to classify the obstructions to (stable) topological transitivity in various classes of skew-product transformations with non-compact fiber, which is part of the current surge of activity in the study of partially hyperbolic systems. Recall that if X is a topological space, and f : X → X a continuous map, then f is said to be transitive if it has a dense orbit.
Let M be a smooth manifold endowed with a Riemannian metric. Let f : M → M be a smooth diffeomorphism and X ⊂ M a compact and f -invariant subset of M .
We say that f : X → X is hyperbolic if there exists a continuous T f -invariant splitting E s ⊕ E u of the tangent bundle T X M and constants C > 0, 0 < λ < 1, such that for all n ≥ 0 and x ∈ X we have:
We say that X is maximal and isolated if there exists an open neighborhood U of X such that every compact f -invariant set of U is contained in X.
The set X is a basic set for f : M → M if:
1. f is hyperbolic on X; 2. X is maximal and isolated; 3. f : X → X is transitive.
The basic set is nontrivial if it is not a periodic orbit. Throughout, we restrict attention to basic sets that are nontrivial.
Assume that X is a hyperbolic basic set for f : X → X and let G be a finitedimensional connected Lie group. Let β : X → G be a continuous map, called a cocycle. Define a skew product, or G-extension,
The G-extension f β is called stably transitive if β lies in the interior (usually in the Hölder or C r topology, r ≥ 1) of the subset of extensions that are topologically transitive. The question of interest here is whether noncompact group extensions of a hyperbolic basic set are typically stably topologically transitive.
It was already observed in [12] that β taking values in a proper closed subsemigroup S of G is an obstruction to (stable) transitivity. For example if G = R and the image of β is included in R + , or if G = SL(2, R) and the image of β is included in the set of matrices with positive entries, then f β cannot be transitive. In [11] it is conjectured that this is essentially the only obstruction.
Several classes of groups for which the conjecture has been verified are: G compact [1, 5] ; SE(n), n ≥ 4 even [10] ; Euclidean spaces R n [13, 5] . In [11] we prove the existence of a transitive extension for the fiber being any connected Lie group. Moreover [11] contains examples of stably transitive extensions with fiber the symplectic groups Sp(n, R), as well as other noncompact groups.
For direct products G = K × R n with K compact, and for the group G = SE(2), the conjecture in [11] was verified when the base is a hyperbolic attractor. In this paper, we verify the conjecture for these groups when X is a general basic set.
Let G = K × R n , where K is a compact connected Lie group. A (closed) halfspace in R n is a closed region bounded by a hyperplane passing through the origin. It is clear that f β cannot be transitive if the R n -component of β is cohomologous to a cocycle with values in a half-space in R n . Hence, we define S to be the open set of C r cocycles β for which the R n -component is not cohomologous to a cocycle with values in a half-space.
n is the group generated by rotations and translations in R n . The multiplication in SE(n) is given by (
. When the fiber is SE(n), no separation condition is necessary for transitivity. Theorem 1.2. Let X be a hyperbolic basic set for f : X → X and r ≥ 2. Suppose that G = SE (2) . Then there is a C 2 -open and
Remark. As in [5] , we also obtain C r -open and C r -dense sets of transitive cocycles for all r > 0 (with C 1 interpreted as Lipschitz). If X is an attractor, we proved Hölder open and C r -dense for all r > 0 in [11] .
The proof relies on a blend of techniques developed to study extensions with noncompact fibers. Some of these techniques are reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3, we prove Theorem 1.1 in the special case K = C ×T d where C is a compact semisimple group and T d is a torus. In Section 4, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. Theorem 1.2 is proved in Section 5.
2. Preliminaries. We review several results needed for the proof of the main results. In particular we review a couple of transitivity criteria that are useful for non-compact extensions.
Assume that X is a hyperbolic basic set for f : X → X, G a Lie group, and
. As in [13] , for abelian G, we associate to each periodic orbit f k x = x the weight β k (x) and denote by H β = β k (x) : f k x = x the collection of all weights assigned to the set of periodic orbits of f .
The following proposition is proved in Niţicȃ & Pollicott [13, §6] . Given ε > 0 sufficiently small and any n ≥ 1, assume that there are two trajectories
Sketch of the proof. We need to show that for any nonempty open sets
As in [11] , we associate to each x ∈ X the set
The following proposition follows from [11, Theorem 3.3] .
Sketch of proof. We need to show that for any nonempty open sets
Let ε > 0 be fixed, and such that B((y, g 1 ), ε) ⊂ U and B((z, g 2 ), ε) ⊂ V . Let ω 1 be an orbit of f from B(y, ε) to B(x 0 , ε), and ω 2 an orbit of f from B(x 0 , ε) to B(z, ε). Using symbolic formalism, the orbits ω 1 , ω 2 can be chosen to have reasonable length.
Since L β (x 0 ) = G, there exists an orbit ω of f starting and ending in B(
Altogether, ω 1 ωω 2 gives a pseudo-orbit for f β starting in U and ending in V . By standard shadowing techniques, one can find now an orbit ω 1 ω ω 2 of f which Kε-shadows the pseudo-orbit ω 1 ωω 2 . The orbit ω 1 ω ω 2 has a lift to an orbit of f β that starts in B((y, g 1 ), ε) and ends in B((z, g 2 ), ε).
A proof of the following lemma follows from Appendix A of Niţicȃ & Török [14] .
Lemma 2.6. Let f : X → X be a hyperbolic map, G = K R n and β : X → G a Hölder cocycle. Then f β admits stable and unstable foliations on X × G, which are Hölder and invariant under right-multiplication by elements of G. The stable leaf of f β through (x, e) is the graph of the function
γ s x : W s (x) → G, γ s x (t) = lim n→∞ β n (t) −1 β n (x).
This function is α-Hölder, and varies continuously with the cocycle β in the following sense: if
One way to generate elements in the set L β (x) is given by [11, Lemma 4 .1], which we describe below. 
x to y and then along W s (x) from y to x). Then, the lift to the unstable/stable foliations of f β , with initial point (x, e), of this homoclinic path ends at (x, ω x (y)).
Applying Lemma 2.6 to f and f −1 , we obtain that the stable/unstable manifold are the graphs of the functions
and the continuous dependence holds. Therefore, the holonomy around the homoclinic loop determined by
Note that these holonomy values can be easily modified in a continuous way by changing β in an open set which contains only finitely many iterates of y.
We review next techniques of Brin [1, 2] . The group G is a semidirect product K R n where K is a compact connected Lie group (although, we will use these results for G = K × R n only). The following definitions go back to Brin [2] . Denote by W s (ξ), respectively W u (ξ), the leaves through ξ ∈ X × G for the stable and unstable foliations in Lemma 2.6. Definition 2.8. Let f : X → X be a hyperbolic map, and β : X → G a Hölder cocycle. A (u, s)-path between two points ξ, η ∈ X × G is a sequence of points
). We will say that the pair ξ, η is (u, s)-accessible, and refer to ξ i , 0 ≤ i ≤ m, as junction points.
The pair of foliations W s and W u is called accessible if each pair of points of X × G is accessible.
A (u, s)-rectangle at x is a (u, s)-path of four segments that starts and ends in the fiber {x}×G (i.e., it is the lift of a stable-unstable closed rectangle in X starting at x). 
Remark. This shows that for such skew products, the holonomy elements generated by (u, s)-rectangles at x (see the group H C of Brin [2] ) are contained in L β (x).
The following lemma is a stronger version of [11, Theorem 5.10] . Its proof is as in [11] , the only change being to replace [13, Lemma 5] Proof. Denote by S the semigroup generated (without closure) by L.
We claim that for each v 0 ∈ L there is a sequence of non-negative integers m k → ∞ and vectors
and so −L lies in the closure of S, yielding the conclusion.
To prove the claim, notice that because L is not contained in a half-space, there are nonzero vectors v 1 , . . . , v in L such that the origin is in the interior of the convex hull of v 1 , . . . , v . Indeed, assume by contradiction that this is not the case. Then, for each finite F ⊂ L \ {0}, the set H F of halfspaces that contain F is nonempty. Clearly the family {H F } F has the finite intersection property. Since the set of halfspaces is compact, there is a halfspace in the intersection of all the H F 's. This means that L is contained in a halfspace, a contradiction. 
is a compact group, there is a subsequence t k → ∞ for which t k converges to zero. Hence, denoting by t 3. Groups G = C × A where C is compact semisimple and A is abelian. In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1 for connected Lie groups of the form G = C × A where C is compact semisimple and A is abelian. Let p C : G → C and p A : G → A denote the canonical projections.
Writing A = T d × R n , we denote by S the open set of C r cocycles β (r ≥ 2) for which the R n -component is not cohomologous to a cocycle with values in a half-space. 
